Digital Anthropology/Ethnography


Burgess, Jean & Green, Joshua (2018) *YouTube: Online Video and Participatory Culture*. John Wiley & Sons


Lange, Patricia G. (2020). *Hey Watch This! Sharing the Self Through Media*. Ethnographic Film. https://vimeo.com/394007182


______(2016) Ambient co-presence: transnational family practices in polymedia environments. *Global Networks*, vol. 16 (2): 183-201

Markham, A.N. 1998. Life Online, Researching Real Experience in Virtual Space. AltaMira


Classical Ethnographic Method


Goodall, H.L. 2000. Writing the New Ethnography. Alta Mira.


Malinowski, B Argonauts of the Western Pacific


Thematic Analysis


Ethics Resources


Method

Androutsopoulos, Jannis. 2008. Potentials and Limitations of Discourse-Centred Online Ethnography. Language@Internet. 5(8).


**Social media**


Critical Digital Humanities and Qualitative/Critical Methods


https://books.google.com/books/about/Handbook_of_Research_on_Gender_and_Marke.html?id=exOKDwAAQBAJ


Elizabeth Losh, Jacqueline Wernimont (eds) Bodies of Information: Intersectional Feminism and the Digital Humanities. United Kingdom, University of Minnesota Press, 2019


Historical resources


Other Resources

CaMP Anthropology blog: https://campanthropology.org/

The CAQDAS network: https://www.surrey.ac.uk/computer-assisted-qualitative-data-analysis (for help selecting software for analysis)

Digital Methods Initiative Tools Database: ToolDatabase < Dmi < Foswiki

Ethnography Matters blog: http://ethnographymatters.net/

Digital Ethnography Research Centre (RMIT): https://digital-ethnography.com/ Twitter: @DigitalEthno

LSE Digital Ethnography Collective (LSEDEC): https://zoeglatt.com/?page_id=545 Twitter: @DigEthnogLSE
Mailing list: tinyurl.com/y5a6odte
Livestreams: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cr4MutDHj1w&list=PLKj6DiBP6Z-cZG-hB6ynL1i-tKAH9al_1

The Digital Ethnographers Directory (please add your details!): https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1x8UOb1AxZS5FYRkXn2QLPrje-6vA4U4WC6SsmJXN8ys/edit?usp=sharing

EASA Media Anthropology Network e-seminar series: http://www.media-anthropology.net/index.php/e-seminars

Platypus, the CASTAC Blog (Committee for the Anthropology of Science, Technology & Computing for the AAA) http://blog.castac.org

Stanford Ethnography Lab, https://ethnographylab.stanford.edu

http://www.fordigitaldignity.com/ (Taking contemporary landscapes of digital politics in India and the Indian diaspora in Europe as primary focus - The project hosted at the Department of Social and Cultural Anthropology, in cooperation with the Department of Communication and Media Research at LMU Munich.)

Tom Boellstorff’s super useful digital anthropology annotated bibliography (2013): https://escholarship.org/content/qt94j4h0p4/qt94j4h0p4.pdf


Social Network Analysis of the Media Ecology - https://snacda.com/papers/